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ABSTRACT 
We consider an extrapolation method, based on a linear stationary iterative 
method of first degree, for the numerical solution of the linear system Au = b. We 
obtain upper bounds for the minimum spectral radius of the extrapolation method as 
well as good optimum values for the extrapolation parameter. A number of applica- 
tions and numerical examples are also presented which support he theory and show 
the efficiency of the obtained results. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
As is known, /or  the numerical solution of the linear system of equations 
Au=b, (1.1) 
where A is a given real nonsingular n X n matrix, b is a given real vector, and 
u is the solution vector which is to be determined, an iterative linear 
stationary method of first degree which is completely consistent with (1.1) 
(see e.g. [14, pp. 63-64], [15, pp. 18-19]) is often used. Such a method has 
the form 
u(m+D=Gu(m)+k, m=0,1 ,2  . . . . .  (1.2) 
where G is some real matrix, called the iteration matrix of the method (1.2); k 
is some real vector; and u (°) is an arbitrary initial approximation to the 
solution of (1.1). 
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By the term extrapolation method we mean the following one based on 
(1.2): 
u ('+l) = o)(Gu (m) + k)+ (1 - to)u(")~ 
or  
u("+l)=G,~u(m)+tok, m = 0,1,2, . . . ,  (1.3) 
where to is a real parameter different from zero, called the extrapolation 
parameter, and 
G =(1- to ) I+toG.  (1.4) 
The method (1.3) is completely consistent with (1.1) and is used either in 
order to accelerate the rate of convergence of the method (1.2) 
or- -mainly--when (1.2) is not convergent. For the convergence of the 
method (1.3) the following basic result concerning the eigenvalues/z j, j = 
l(1)n, of G is valid (see e.g. [9, p. 78], [13]): There exist values of co such that 
the spectral radius p(G~) of G~ is less than 1 if and only if either Re/~, < 1 or 
Re/zj > 1 is valid for all j = l(1)n. Moreover, ff Re#j < 1, j = l(1)n, Jaen the 
values of to are positive, while if Re/~j > 1, j = l(1)n, they are negative. 
Now, an interesting problem is the determination of the optimum value 
0)op t for to, which minimizes p(G~), that is, p(G,~op,)=mino~p(G,~ ). This 
optimization problem has been solved analytically in some special cases, as 
when all the eigenvalues of G are real and less than 1 (this happens e.g. if 
(1.2) is symmetrizable: see [15, p. 21]), when they are purely imaginary 
numbers, etc. (see e.g. [2, pp. 72-74], [6], [9, pp. 75-77]). It must also be 
noted that for the solution of the general case--that is, when G has complex 
eigenvalues--a geometrical method is suggested in [2], where the construc- 
tion of a capturing circle of the spectrum of G is required. Recently in [4] the 
solution of the general case is given, based on the construction of the 
capturing circle mentioned previously, by means of an algorithm which 
evaluates the optimum extrapolation parameter under the further assumption 
that all the eigenvalues of G are known, either analytically or computationally. 
An aLGOL 60 procedure, based on the algorithm in [4], is also given in [1]. 
Also, in another ecent paper [7, Lemma 2, p. 37] (see also [8, Theorem 1, 
p. 300]) the optimum value toopt for the general case is given by means of a 
different simple algorithm, provided again that all the eigenvalues of G are 
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available. In particular, in [7] the extrapolation method (1.3) is applied to the 
Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel methods. 
In the present paper the general case is studied and the determination f 
sharp analytical upper bounds for min~ p(Go, ) is achieved. On the other hand, 
these bounds are obtained for good analytical values for the extrapolation 
parameter which coincide with the optimum ones under some additional 
conditions. In the theory presented no knowledge of the eigenvalues of G is 
required. Finally, some applications and numerical examples are given which 
support the theory developed, and some of the results are compared with 
those obtained in [2], [6], [12]. 
2. DETERMINATION OF UPPER BOUNDS FOR min~p(G~) AND 
GOOD OPTIMUM VALUES FOR ~o 
Let 
I~ j=x j+ iy  i, ]= l (1 )n ,  
be the eigenvalues of G with real parts such that 
(2.1) 
p(G~) = m axl)~il = max l l -  o~ + ¢otxjl. (2.4) 
1 Pl 
Moreover, the following theorem (see e.g. [7, Lemma 2, p. 37], [13]) concern- 
ing the convergence of the method (1.3) holds. 
THEOREM 1. The extrapolation method (1.3) converges (p(G~)< 1) i f  
and only i fO < ¢o < A, where A = mini{2(1- xj)/[(1 - xj) ~ + y~]}. 
Now, (2.1), (2.3) imply 
I~il m : [1 - ~0 + o~xj]2+ ~02y~ = I1- ~0 + ~0xjl 2÷ o~21Yjl 2. (2.5) 
x m ~< xj~< xM < 1, j=  l(1)n. (2.2) 
Then the eigenvalues of G~ are 
Xj = 1-  ¢o + ~o/~j, j=  l(1)n, (2.3) 
and 
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As is noticed in the introduction, since (2.2) is valid, we are interesting only in 
the case to > 0. Settiflg 
m axlyjl = YM >1 0, (2.6) 
1 
we obtain from (2.4), (2.5) 
[ 12 pZ(G,~) = max [11 - o~ + toxjl 2 + to21Yil2 ] ~< maxl l -  to + toxjt + o~2v~. 
J J 
(2.7) 
It can be shown that 
where 
/ toXM+I - - to  if 0 < to ~ to*, (2.8) 
maxl l - -to+~°xJ[=j [ to -- l -- to x m if ¢o>~to*, 
2 to* = (2.9) 
2- - (Xm"{ ' -XM)  " 
Therefore, from (2.7) it is implied that 
{ (toXM + 1 -- tO)2 + to2y~4 = gl(to ) if 0 < tO ~.< to*, 
p2(~)~< (to- - I - - toX. , )2+to~Y~,=g2(to)  ~ to>~to*, 
(2.10) 
where to* is given by (2.9), and consequently 
{ mingl(o~ ) if 0 < to .%< to*, 
to 
minp2(G~),~ "%< ming2(to ) if to >~ o~*. 
o) 
(2.11) 
In order to find min0<~¢~.gl(to ) and min~,~.gz(to)  we obtain, after 
differentiating the functions gl(to),g2(to), that g~(to)>~0 iff to>~tol and 
g ~(to ) >/0 iff to >/o~ 2, where 
1- -  X M 
tol = (2.12) 
(x .  - 1)2+ y~'  
1-  x m (2.13) 
0)  2 = 
(Xm -- 1)2+ y~t 
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Now, from (2.11) it is concluded that if wl < ~*, which holds iff 
(x M - xm)(1 -  XM) ~< 2y~, (2.14) 
then mino< o<o, gl(~o)= gl(o~t), while if 601 >~ ~o*, then gl(¢o) is a decreasing 
function for 0 < ~0 < ¢0" and mino < ~ < ~.gl(~O) = g1(¢0"). 
On the other hand, since we always have ¢o 2 ~< ~0", g~(¢o) is an increasing 
function for o~ >/~0" and thus 
min g2(o~) = g2(~*) = gl(w*). (2.15) 
As a final result of the previous analysis we have that 
/g , (o l )  if A<.%B, (2.16) 
minp2(G'°)~<,~ ~g,(t0*) if A>~B, 
where 
A = (x M - Xm)(1- XM), B = 2y~t. (2.17) 
It can be shown that 
I YM ff A<~B, 
[(XM--1)2 + y2M]I/Z 
2 2 [(xM-xm) +4y ] 'j2 
(2.18) 
For the above upper bounds for the min~p(G~) we can make the following 
remarks: 
(i) If A ~< B, then the upper bound is always less than 1. Moreover, the 
equality holds--that is, 
min p(G~) = gM (2.19) 
o, [(XM_I)2+y~]'/2 
- - i f f  the number xu + iv M is eigenvalue of the matrix G, as follows by (2.10). 
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(ii) If A >/B, that is, 2y~ ~< (x M - x,,,)(1 - XM), then we can also prove 
that the upper bound is always less than 1. For this it can be shown that 
2 - x,, - x i 
<1 iff (2.20) 
But, since (x M - x,,)(1 - xM) < 2(1 - Xm)(1 -- X U) is always valid, we obtain 
2y~ < 2(1 - Xm)(1 -- XM) or .tL~ < (1 -- x,,,)(1 -- XM) that is (2.20). In this case 
the equality 
[(X M-Xm)2T4y2] 1/2 
(2.21) minp(G~)=~ 2_  x,, _x  M 
holds iff the numbers x,,, + iy M and x M + iy M are eigenvalues of G, as follows 
by (2.10). 
(iii) If (2.19) holds, then toopt = to1, while if (2.21) holds, then toopt = to*, 
where to1, to* are given in (2.12), (2.9) respectively. In all the other cases 
tol, to* are good values for the extrapolation parameter to. 
(iv) Obviously, for the evaluation of toi, to* and the corresponding upper 
bounds in (2.18), only the quantities x,,, -- minjRe/~f x~ 1 = maxjRe/zj, and 
YM = maxillm/~il, J=  l(1)n, are needed, where/z j, j=  l(1)n, are the eigenval- 
ues of the matrix C. It is also known that given ~t i = x j+ iyj, j=  l(1)n, then 
a,,, ~ xj<~ a M and ft., <~ Yj<~flM, J= l(1)n, where am,a M are the minirrmm 
and the maximum eigenvalues of the matrix (C + GT) /2  respectively, and 
tim, tim the corresponding ones of the matrix i (C T -  G) /2  (C "r denotes the 
transpose of G). 
The following basic theorem is an immediate result of the analysis of this 
section and the previous remarks. 
THEOREM 2. Let S=-{ l~ j=x j+ iy i ,  j= l (1 )n}  be the set ( ) fa l l  the 
eigenvalues o f  the iteration matrix G o f  the method (1.2). I f  x,,, + iyM, 
x M + iy~4 ~ S, where Xm, XM, YM are given in (2.2) and (2.6) (that is, the 
region containing all the eigenvalues o f  G is the rectangle with vertices the 
nUTl"$bers X m q- iYM,  X u -~- iYM), then  lo t  the extrapolation n~ethod (1.3) we 
have 
{ to~ i f  A 4 B, 
toopt= .to* ( f  A >~ B, 
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and 
YM 
[(XM_1)2+~]2]I/2 i f  ~Oopt = oJ1, 
mino(G° ' )=P(G'o.  )= [(XM_Xm ) +4YM] 2 2 1/2 
2--- -~m = -~M i f  o%t = ¢o*, 
where A ,B  are given in (2.17) and 0)1, 0)* in (2.12), (2.9). Moreover, o(G,,,opt ) 
<1 and 
p( G,o.~ ) ~ p( G ) = max{ ( x~ + y~ ) '/~, ( x~ + z ,,/z~ uM) }, (2.29) 
2 
with  equality homing if and only if either (1) X m "~- X M ~- 0 and  x m -~- x 2 - x M 
2 j t .X~f_XM~_O ' when ~<0, when Wopt=W*, or (2) x m+ x u> O and x m 
~Oop t = O~ 1" 
As a consequence of the remarks (i) and (ii) and Theorem 1 we have: 
THEOREM 3. 
(i) I rA  <~ B then w 1 < A and o( G~) < 1 for all 0 < ~o <~ w r 
(ii) I f  A>~B then o~*<A and 0(G~)<I  for all 0<~0~<~o*, where 
o~ l, oJ*, A, B are as in Theorem 2 and A is given in Theorem 1. 
It must be noted that according to remarks (i) and (ii) we can make the 
hypothesis of Theorem 2 weaker. In fact, the following more general theorem 
holds. 
THEOREM 4. Let S -= {#j=x i+ iy  p j - - l (1)n} be the set of  all the 
eigenvalues of  the iteration matrix G of  the method (1.2). 
(i) I rA  ~ B and x M + iy M ~ S, then for the extrapolation method (1.3) we 
have %pt = (Or (Now p(G) is not given as in (2.22).) 
(ii) I rA  >1 B and x~ + iYM ~ S, x M + iYM ~ S, then tOo~ = ~o*. 
Before we close this section we note that all the analysis in it has been 
made under the hypothesis (2.2). An analogous analysis can be made in the 
case where 
1 < x,, xM, i= 1(1)n. (2.z3) 
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However, there is always the possibility of using the results obtained under 
the validity of (2.2). In fact, this can be done if we apply Lemma 2 of [4]. 
Thus, when Re/zj > 1, j=  l(1)n, we replace/~j with 2- /~j .  The new eigenval- 
ues satisfy Re/zi < 1, j=  l(1)n. The only difference is that after finding o~ l, 0:* 
we multiply them by - 1, because they must be negative. 
Finally, it should also be noted that, even in the ease where the matrix G 
in (1.2) has eigenvalues tx I = x i + iyj, j=  l (1)n, such that some of them have 
real part greater than 1 and the remaining ones have real part less than 1, if 
YM < minll - xjl, j=  l (1)n ,  (2.24) 
] 
then we can also apply the extrapolation method (1.3) not directly to (1.2) but 
to the following one, which is derived from (1.2) and is also completely 
consistent with (1.1): 
u ~''+l) = Glu ('') + k l ,  m = O, 1,2 . . . . .  (2.25) 
where GI=G(2 I -G  ) and k l=( I -G)k .  It can be proved that all the 
eigenvalues of G 1 have real part less than 1. In particular, if G has only real 
eigenvalues, then the condition (2.24) is always satisfied. 
3. APPLICATIONS AND NUMERICAL  EXAMPLES 
DEFINITION. A matrix A =(a i i  ) of order n has Property z~'if there exist 
two disjoint subsets S l and S 2 of W, the set of the first n positive integers, 
such that S 1 t.) S 2 = W and such that if i 4: j and if either a i j4 :0  or a~ 4: 0, 
then i ~ S 1 and j~  S 2 or else i ~ S 2 and j~  S 1 (see e.g. [14, p. 41]). 
As an application to the results of the previous section the following 
theorem will be proved. 
THEOREM 5. Let A in (1.1) be a matrix which has property ~¢ with 
nonvanishing diagonal elements, and (1.2) be the ]acobi method. We assume 
that G has the eigenvalue t~ = 7 + i8, where 0 <~ T < 1, 8 >~ O, and all other 
eigenvalues o f  G lie in the rectang~ 
IRe/xil ~ ~, I Im/~jl ~< 8. (3.1) 
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Then: 
(i) / f lg l  s ~< 3', no improvement over the ]acobi method can be obtained by 
the extrapolation 1acobi (]OR) method, that is, Wop t = 1. 
( i i ) / f l t~ l  ~ > 3', the optimum JOR method is always better than the ]acobi 
method, that is, p(G~opt) < min{ p(G) , l} ,  where toopt = 1 -  3 ' / [ ( ' / -1 )  2 + 82] 
<1.  
Proof. Since A has property~¢, it follows [14] that the eigenvalues of G 
occur in ___ pairs. Therefore xM = - x m = 7, YM = 8, and p(G) = I~1 = (3'~ + 
82)1/2. 
(i): If Ittl 2 ~< 3' (in this case the Jacobi method converges), then according 
to Theorem 2 we obtain tOopt = tO*= 1 and min~p(G~)=p(G~o~)=(3 'z+ 
82) 1/2 = p(G). 
(ii): If Ittl 2 > 3' (in this case the Jacobi method may converge or not), then 
again by Theorem 2 we have 
tOopt = tOl 
1-7  




minp(G,~) = [ (3 '_1)2+8211/2 <( , /2+ =p(G) .  II 
REMarK. If 8 = 0, then only case (i) of the previous theorem holds, while 
if 3' = 0 (8 =~ 0), only case (ii) holds. 
In the following examples tt i = x i + iyj, j=  l(1)n, are the eigenvalues of 
the iteration matrix G of the method (1.2), YM is given by (2.6), A, B are given 
by (2.17), tOl, tO* are given by (2.12), (2.9), and the bounds for mino, p(G~) 
are given by (2.18). Without loss of generality we assume that in all examples 
we have Re/~i < 1, j=  l(1)n. 
(i) Let all/xi, j = l(1)n, be real, that is,/x i = xj < 1, YM = 0. Then A >~ B, 
and having in mind Theorem 2 of Section 2 we obtain 
minp(Go, ) = XM-- Xm = tO* 2 
w 2 -  X m - -  X M tOopt 2-  x m -- x M 
which are known results (see e.g. [2, p. 72], [9, pp. 75-77], [15, p. 22]). 
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(ii) The tti, j=  l(1)n, are such that x M = 2g m = a <: 1. Then A = 0 < B, 
and following Theorem 2 of Section 2, we have 
minp(G~)= [ (a_1)~+y~]1/2= l _2a+p2(G)  
and 
02opt ~ 021 - -  
1 - -0 /  1 - -0 /  
( . -  1 -2 .+ p (c) ' 
where the obvious relation pZ(G)= ae + Y~t has been used. The above results 
coincide with those given in [4], [6]. In particular, for a = 0 the obtained 
results are also given in [2, pp. 73-74], [4], [6]. 
(iii) Let I/tjl = 1, j = l(1)n. Obviously we have - 1 <~ x m ~ x j  <~ x M < 1 
and 0 ~< g~ ~< 1. Moreover, we assume that x~ + iy  M is eigenvalue of G. Since 
x~ + y~ = 1, we find A -  B = (x  M-  Xm)(1-- XM)- -2y  ~ = X M-  X,,, + XmX M 
-- 1 -- y~ = (1 + Xm)(X ~ -- 1)-- y~ ~< 0. Thus, according to Theorem 4, 
minp(G~) = and 02opt = 021 = ½, (3.2) 
that is, we have the same results as in [13, p. 756]. It must be noted that, as is 
shown in [13], the above optimum results (3.2) are valid even in the case 
where x M + iy  M is not eigenvalue of G. 
(iv) This example justifies the first part of result of Theorem 4. In (1.1) let 
A = 
1 0 1)  
-1  1 1 . 
l 1 
Then the associated Jacobi matrix will be 
G=I -D  XA= i 00  l l 
with eigenvalues - 1, ~ + i~¢~-5. Here _ ~ _L  x , , -  -~ ,  xv -  a, y~=~15,  so A 
= 9 ,  B = ~.  Hence A < B, 02opt = 021 = 0.5, and p(G .... ) = ~ 0.79057. 
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0 1 -1  
0 0 1 - • 
1 
o 8 
Then the associated Jacobi matrix will be 
G= I -  D -1A = 
0 1 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 
o o 
with eigenvalues - ½ _ i¼x/~-, ½ _ i¼v~. Here x m = - ½, xu  = ½, YM = ¼ v /~,  
so A = ½ > B = ~ and Wopt = o~* = 1, p(Go, o~ ) = p(G)  = 0.66144. 
Table 1 shows the validity of Theorem 4 in the previous examples (iv) and 
(v). 
Finally, in order to make some numerical comparisons between the 
methods (11.2) and (1.3), we applied Theorem 2 to various values for x m,  x M,  
and YM. Specifically, we found by a computer, according to Theorem 2, for 
the values gM = 0.0(0.1)1.0, x M =-  1.0(0.1)0.9, and x m =-  1.0(0.1)x M the 
corresponding spectral radii of the iteration matrices for the methods (1.2) 
and (1.3). A representative sample of the obtained results is shown in Table 2. 
As we can see from the table, the extrapolation method (1.3) when optimized 
can give in certain cases very useful gains over the method (1.2). 
TABLE1 
Example (iv) Example (v) 
0.25 0.84779 0.30 0.85987 
0.40 0.80000 0.60 0.74666 
0.50 0.79057 0.90 0.67407 
0.75 0.84779 1.00 0.66144 
0.83 0.88789 1.20 0.95394 
1.00 1.00000 1.40 1.25599 
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TABLE 2 
x,,, xM YM p(G)  p(G,~oo ' )
- 0.9 0.0 0.4 0.98489 0.41523 
-0.7 0.1 0.6 0.92195 0.55470 
- 0.8 0.2 0.5 0.94340 0.54393 
- 0.6 0.3 0.7 0.92195 0.70711 
0.5 0.4 0.8 0.94340 0.80000 
- 0.9 0.5 0.4 0.98489 0.67185 
0.6 0.6 0.1 0.60828 0.24254 
- 0.9 - 0.2 0.3 0.94868 0.29740 
- 0.8 0.2 0.4 0.89443 0.33333 
0.9 - 0.3 0.2 0.92195 0.22535 
- 0.7 - 0.4 0.4 0.80623 0.27561 
-0.9 -0.6 0.3 0.94868 0.19166 
- 0.9 - 0.7 0.2 0.92195 0.12423 
- 0.9 0.8 0.4 0.98489 0.21693 
0.8 - 0.8 0.1 0.80623 0.05547 
REMAtaX. If (1.2) is the Jacobi method, then, since t r (G)= 0, we will 
have x,, < 0 < x M or x i = x m = 0. Thus, the cases in the table, where x m, x M 
are of the same sign, must be considered as examples where the extrapolation 
method is applied not to the Jacobi method, but to some other method of the 
form (1.2). 
4. F INAL REMARKS AND COMMENTS 
The Jacobi (J), Gauss-Seidel (GS), and successive overrelaxation (SOR) 
methods are some of the well-known ones of the type (1.2) (see e.g. [11], [14], 
[15]). Also, of interest are the extrapolation methods corresponding to them, 
known as JOR, EGS, and ESOR respectively. In particular, the last one- -  
introduced in [3] under the name accelerated overrelaxation (AOR) method 
(see also [5], [12])--has been proved in certain cases more powerful than the 
SOR one. An extrapolation of the SOR method is also studied in [10]. 
The results of the present paper could be applied to the methods 
mentioned previously for a good choice of the extrapolation parameter and 
better convergence rates in the case where some of the eigenvalues of G in 
(1.2) are complex. Moreover, under the hypothesis of Theorem 4 the problem 
of finding the optimum extrapolation parameter is solved, and therefore we 
can optimize the rate of convergence of the extrapolation methods. In the 
cases where ~1 or ~* does not coincide with O~opt, one can obtain computa- 
tionally a better estimation of 60op t, having in mind Theorem 3. 
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The author is indebted to the referee for his constructive comments and 
suggestions. 
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